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Abstract: While traditional industrial robots participate in repetitive manufacturing processes from
behind caged safety enclosures, collaborative robots (cobots) offer a highly flexible and human-
interactive solution to manufacturing automation. Rather than operating from within cages, safety
features such as force and proximity sensors and programmed protection zones allow cobots to
work safely, close to human workers. Cobots can be configured to either stop or slow their motion
if they come in contact with a human or obstacle or enter a protection zone, which may be a
high pedestrian traffic area. In this way, a task can be divided into sub-processes allocated to the
cobot or the human based on suitability, capability or human preference. The flexible nature of the
cobot makes it ideal for low-volume, ‘just-in-time’ manufacturing; however, this requires frequent
reprogramming of the cobot to adapt to the dynamic processes. This paper reviews relevant cobot
programming and control methods currently used in the manufacturing industry and alternative
solutions proposed in the literature published from 2018 to 2023. The paper aims to (1) study the
features and characteristics of existing cobot programming and control methods and those proposed
in the literature, (2) compare the complexity of the task that the cobot is to perform with the skills
needed to program it, (3) determine who is the ideal person to perform the programming role, and
(4) assess whether the cobot programming and control methods are suited to that person’s skillset or
if another solution is needed. The study is presented as a guide for potential adopters of cobots for
manufacturing and a reference for further research.

Keywords: cobot; collaborative robot; programming; control; skills; task complexity; teach pen-
dant; manufacturing

1. Introduction

Cobots are an integral part of modern manufacturing, destined to become the leading
form of robotics technology in the future [1]. While most mechanical equipment currently
used in manufacturing is mono-functional, cobots can assist with a wide variety of tasks,
including some standard operations listed in Table 1, along with many more custom
applications. As systems incorporate self-learning capabilities of artificial intelligence
and auto-correction [2] into cobot operations, the subsequent autonomous behaviour can
provide unprecedented collaborative assistance to human workers [3,4]. Evolving from
traditional industrial robots [5], cobots have additional programming requirements to feed
a collaborative functionality, as shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Typical cobot tasks (Adapted from [6]).

Cobot Task General Application Description

Welding Joining of metal parts, typically with a MIG welding (automatic
welding wire feed) process

Machining Precision surfacing process involving a milling or cutting tool
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Table 1. Cont.

Cobot Task General Application Description

Deburring Removal of waste material from casting or machining processes
with an abrasive tool

Polishing Treatment to remove surface irregularities or attain a lustre to
coated or machined surfaces

Spray Painting Part coating, applied to protect or otherwise enhance
surface appearance

Sorting Practical categorisation of unsorted parts for kitting, classification
or other organisational operation

Pick & Place Moving components from a starting point to an endpoint for
assembly or other processes

Stacking Moving finished products from a production line to a pallet or
other storage location

Machine Tending Inserting billets or parts into a milling machine, lathe, etc. and
retrieving machined or processed components

Inspection/Measurement

Analysis or quality assurance process where parts and other
sub-assemblies or components are measured with sensors or by

other means to ensure they are within an acceptable
tolerance range

Table 2. Comparison between industrial robot and cobot capabilities [7–9].

Feature Traditional Industrial Robot Collaborative Robot

Engagement with humans
Segregated. Operates within a

protective barrier, away
from humans

Interactive. Operates
collaboratively with humans

Safety near humans Not safe. Must
work separately Safe to work with humans

Environmental awareness Cannot dynamically
adapt behaviour

Can adapt to changes in
the environment

Programming flexibility and
complexity

Fixed, rudimentary use case
programs. Typically

reprogrammed infrequently

Flexible, customised use case
programs. Potentially

reprogrammed frequently

Ease of implementation Arduous. Requires
fixed infrastructure

Fast set-up and
easy deployment

Operational behaviour Fast and repetitious, mainly
task focused

Slow and varied. Focus on
task and environment

Footprint/Portability Large footprint, fixed location Small footprint, mobile

Purchase cost Relatively expensive
to purchase

Relatively inexpensive
to purchase

Profitability Needs medium to
large-volume production

Profitable at
low-volume production

Investment prospect Slow return on investment Fast return on investment

Traditional industrial robots were designed to perform simple, repetitious tasks (refer
to Table 2), typically operating within human protective enclosures [10]. These tasks often
form part of a mass production process, where the robot is engaged in the same task for
long periods [7]. As such, industrial robots are typically programmed infrequently. In
contrast, cobots were designed primarily to assist humans with, among other things, low-
volume, customised production [2,11]. Due to the constantly changing task requirements,
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cobots are typically reprogrammed on a more regular basis [12] as a consequence of their
operational flexibility.

Identifying the need for a simplified cobot programming method, Dmytriyev et al. [12]
proposed the implementation of a flowchart-based programming environment. El Zaatari et al. [13]
found that to increase cobot autonomy, the complexity of the industrial application and
the worker’s knowledge of the task should be considered when choosing programming
features. Schou et al. [14] presented a task-level programming solution using a skill-based
system, with the instruction of cobots by operators with no previous robotic experience.
The skills, in this context, refer to generic controls related to cobot capabilities rather
than operator skills. To narrow the skills gap between robotics experts and workers who
lack programming expertise, a system using expert frames, which focus on specific cobot
operational aspects, was proposed. One of these frames relates to program quality and
identifies syntax errors, unused code and missing parameters or code segments. An
interactive interface allows operators to visualise a cobot operation and modify behaviour
in response to feedback data received [15].

Understanding the contributing elements would be beneficial to systematically analyse
the effectiveness of existing cobot programming and control methods. However, reviews on
foundation data, including existing and proposed cobot programming and control methods
in the literature, their intended users and the types of programmable cobot tasks, appear
deficient. Furthermore, research on the relationship between cobot programming skills
requirements and task complexity is lacking. These are the research gap questions this
study intends to address:

1. What are the common programming and control methods for cobots in the existing
market and literature?

2. What bearing does the complexity of a cobot task have on the skills required to
program the cobot to perform that task?

3. How effective are cobot programming and control methods in the existing market
and literature? Who is the most appropriate worker to implement the methods, and
have the methods been suitably developed for that worker?

2. Technical Readiness for Cobot Deployment

Industry perspectives showed that the most significant cobot adoption hurdle is a
deficiency among their staff in the knowledge required to program and interact with
a cobot [14,16]. Within the knowledge gap, understanding general cobot technologies,
application methods, and practical programming is prominent [17]. Employees with prior
knowledge of robot programming are considered a key asset in robotic task allocation,
ostensibly due to the wide variety of tasks cobots are capable of performing, such as
those listed in Table 3. However, the programming of these tasks was more complex
than practitioners expected [18]. This apparent misconception about the ease of cobot
programming may well be generated from the marketing promises presented by the cobot
vendors in general. This premise will be analysed in Section 5 of this paper. Augmenting
the programming skills problem, a fear of programming and technology in general among
potential operators has been identified as a possible barrier to cobot adoption [19].

Although there is a significant role for cobots to play in low-volume manufacturing [2,11,20],
the time spent programming cobots for small batch runs is often not economically viable [21].
This suggests that developing a simpler and more efficient programming method would
significantly increase cobot utilisation, especially within the varied tasks associated with
low-volume manufacturing operations.

Traditional industrial robots have typically been programmed by dedicated engineers,
who may be located off-site and have limited operational knowledge of the task being
performed by the robot [14]. Due to the smaller job runs and requirement for faster and
more frequent reprogramming of cobots, it may be more efficient to shift the focus from the
skills required to program a cobot to the knowledge of the task a cobot is carrying out [7].
There seems to be a disparity in programming a cobot to perform a particular task. In most
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practical scenarios, it is often the person who knows the task well who is not competent
with programming, and the person who is competent with programming does not know the
task well [22]. A possible solution is that the person with knowledge of the task could also
program the cobot [23,24]. Operators with task expertise provide substantial improvements
in the precision and efficiency of cobot operations when compared to non-experts [22]. An
aim of adaptive task-sharing design principles is that cobot programming should be part
of the workers’ and assembly planners’ duties [25]. Substituting a program engineer for
a worker skilled with the task being conducted but without cobot technical skills would
require a simplified programming tool.

Table 3. Cobot tasks and related operations (Adapted from [6]).

Cobot Task Category Related Cobot Operations

Assembly Screwdriving, Part Insertion, Pick and Place

Dispensing Gluing, Sealing, Lubricating, Painting, Coating, Dipping

Finishing Sanding, Polishing

Material Handling Packaging, Palletising, Bin Picking, Kitting

Material Removal Grinding, Deburring, Trimming, Milling, Routing, Drilling

Welding Mig, Soldering

Quality Inspection Testing, Inspecting, Measuring

Machine Tending CNC, Injection Moulding, Automated Machining

3. Existing Cobot Programming and Control Methodologies

Depending on the complexity of the task to be undertaken by the cobot, a range
of proprietary and third-party solutions are available. For more straightforward cobot
tasks, such as the first and second tasks listed in Table 4, teach pendant (also known as
Lead through programming), teach or program by demonstration, and offline/simulation
programming are commonly available options [23,26]. Figure 1 shows the teach pendants
produced by ABB and Universal Robots. A variety of other programming options are
provided by cobot vendors, as detailed in Table 5.
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For more complex tasks, such as the last two levels in Table 4, there are proprietary
scripts, graphical user interface (GUI) programming applications, and the option of pro-
gramming in a traditional programming language such as Python, C, C++, C# or Java, or a
dedicated robotics language such as Robot Operating System (ROS). ABB’s RAPID [27] and
Universal Robot’s URScript [28] are two typical examples of this category, which require
a relatively higher level of programming skill. The collaborative nature of a cobot allows
it to perform a greater range of tasks compared with an industrial robot, as shown in
Table 2. Many of the programming methods developed for industrial robots could restrict
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the range of operations and be less adaptable if applied directly to a cobot [29]. Because of
this programming rigidity, legacy programming methods may be less intuitive than those
developed specifically for cobots.

3.1. Programming of Industrial and Collaborative Robots

Traditional industrial robots have fulfilled manufacturers’ automation needs since their
introduction in the 1950s [5]. Relieving human workers from repetitious and laborious tasks,
these robots have been segregated from humans for safety reasons. Resolutely devoted to its
assigned task, the industrial robot blindly follows assigned orders, unable to accommodate
sudden changes in circumstances. Requiring relatively infrequent reprogramming, tasks
assigned to industrial robots are typically simple, repetitive operations designed to be
performed from a fixed location [29]. While some industrial robots are mounted on sliding
rails or mobile platforms to increase their mobility, most are stationary because of their bulk
and requirement to be housed within protective cages [30]. Their ability to operate at high
speed allows them to excel at high-volume manufacturing in the mass production era [31].

A cobot is designed to perform precision tasks at relatively slower speeds while
demonstrating high flexibility and interactiveness and allowing a much more diverse
range of operational tasks than industrial robots [7]. In summary, both industrial and
collaborative robots are practical but have different roles to play in the industry. Directly
comparing attributes between the two, such as speed, without considering these different
roles [32] can potentially result in misguided conclusions. If applied to cobots, similar
programming techniques for industrial robots may not make sufficient allowance for the
differences between the two, which are comparably outlined in Table 2.

As modern technology progresses, many manufactured products become more com-
plex, as do their manufacturing processes [33]. Today’s intricate manufacturing assemblies
and processes are generally beyond the scope of industrial robots, especially where part of
the workload must be shared with human workers. With a more compact and streamlined
form and the addition of sensors and other safety features, cobots can operate outside
protective cages and work safely and collaboratively with humans. This allows a level of
automated task flexibility and functional expansion, opening up new opportunities for
product diversity in manufacturing [34]. As a result, a much wider variety of low-volume,
on-demand product manufacturing is now possible, which is the embodiment of agile
manufacturing [7,35]. Accompanying this more flexible and adaptive capability, however,
is the need for more frequent reprogramming of cobots [7].

3.2. Cobot Task Complexity

Cobots are one of the most utilised machines within manufacturing automation,
capable of implementing a broad range of application tasks [11]. The level of complexity
among tasks may vary according to the type of task and the object or workforce being
manipulated. For example, a sanding task on an object with a flat surface may be considered
less complex than if the object was of a complicated design. Similarly, screwdriving, parts
insertion and assembly may be deemed complex tasks due to the fine movements and
precision required. Still, the level of complexity may vary depending on the configuration,
degree of precision and other specific requirements of that task. Universal Robots has
defined a common range of cobot task categories [6], outlined in Table 3. Some examples of
tasks for each category are also provided in the table.

Cobots are expected to autonomously manage task complexity, especially as it in-
creases beyond human capacity during collaborative operations [13]. The execution of less
complex tasks is often considered an automated process, while for tasks of higher complex-
ities, there is an expectation that they will be conducted autonomously by robots [36]. Fur-
thermore, task complexity can be reduced by sharing the task among multiple cobots [37]
or by task reduction, cooperatively solved by multiple robots [38]. For instance, some
researchers have explored different ways of coordinating multiple cobots’ movements
and actions [39], while others have focused on developing new algorithms to improve
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communication and cooperation among cobots [40]. This paper focuses on the complexity
of the task overall to be undertaken by a cobot or cobots with respect to the programming
effort required. While multiple-robot systems (MRS) can reduce the overall complexity of a
task, their need for collaboration and accurate coordination [41] can add significantly to
the programming workload. Further compounding the technical complexity of MRS is the
need to select a suitable task allocation strategy that is robust, scalable and can be optimised
for a specific task [42]. A cluster-based approach, centred around the location of tasks
relative to team members, allocates tasks by training a binary classifier to nominate one of
two task allocation mechanisms through an auction bidding process [43]. Another model,
using k-means clustering, works to solve the balanced multi-robot task allocation problem
by minimising travel distance while optimising utilisation, which relates to task completion
time [44]. Intended for use within a Cyber-Physical System such as a warehouse manage-
ment system, task execution is asynchronously assigned to multiple robots in an ordering
mechanism to allocate interdependent Human–Robot Collaboration (HRC) tasks [45]. The
model uses mutual exclusion to allocate tasks, dynamically promoting system accuracy and
robustness. A Fuzzy Logic System can coordinate multiple robots to fulfil a common task.
Robots, trained using a Genetic Fuzzy System, derive a functional strategy to jointly execute
a nominated task [46]. MRS that rely on communication mechanisms, such as decentralised
planning algorithms, need complex programs to manage alignment coordination between
interacting agents accurately [47].

Adapted from the Universal Robots task definitions, an empirical list of task com-
plexity levels, with associated indicative category examples, is presented in Table 4. The
levels have been selected based on the amount of robotic and programming effort required
to perform a typical task at the proposed complexity level rather than on the computa-
tional resources consumed by a robot during the execution of the task [38]. The degrees
of effort have been determined empirically based on a range of programming tests con-
ducted primarily with a UR5e, a cobot representative of the Universal Robots eSeries cobot
range [48]. Robotic input refers to the range of manipulator and end-effector actions per
task, including:

• Type of joint movement (joint or linear motion)
• Number of movements
• Number of waypoints
• Number of end-effector engagements
• Degree of positional precision required
• Sensor input required (force, proximity, gyroscopic, etc.)
• Ease of end-effector to grip (owing to the surface or shape of parts, etc.)
• Payload handling

Table 4. Task complexity levels.

Task Complexity Level Types of Associated Tasks

1 (Low) Simple Gluing, Sealing, Dipping, Sanding, Polishing

2 (Low–medium) Pick and Place, Lubricating, Painting, Coating, Injection Moulding

3 (Medium) Material Handling, Simple Assembly, Grinding, Deburring,
Trimming, Drilling, Screwdriving

4 (Medium–high) Parts Insertion, CNC, Automated Machining

5 (High) Complex Assembly, Precise Milling, Routing, Quality Inspection

Programming input refers to the quantity and complexity of the programming ele-
ments required per task, as discussed in Section 5.3. Within the types of associated tasks,
each task can vary significantly in complexity (see Table 4). For example, while a sanding
task conducted on a single flat surface could be considered a task with low complexity,
the precision sanding of a spherical object may well place the task at a higher level. It is,
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therefore, impossible to be definitive with the assignment of the input levels, nor is it the
intention within the scope of this study. Instead, the objective is to assign input levels based
on the task complexity levels presented, with the types of associated tasks being indicative of
those levels.

3.3. Task Allocation in Human–Robot Collaboration

A vital step in the optimisation of Human–Robot Collaboration (HRC) is the assign-
ment of tasks to individual collaborators (agents) to maximise the efficient utilisation of
the cobot [49]. Within a manufacturing operation, sub-processes can be instinctively al-
located to the cobot or the human, based on considerations such as suitability, capability,
or human preference. To increase efficiency in a collaborative production environment, a
systematic resolution process must be applied to determine which tasks should be con-
ducted by the cobot and which tasks would be best left to a human [50,51]. The individual
skillsets of both the cobot and human involved are considered. Tasks are dynamically
assigned in a skill-based HRC system, which provides a graphical programming interface
and pre-programmed macros to simplify the cobot programming operation [52]. A task
allocation model, which maps task characteristics to agent capability, was proposed by [53]
and exploited human operators’ adaptability and cognitive prowess, along with cobots’
efficiency, accuracy, and consistency. Designed to manage tasks allocated to a human
and two robots in a heavy part handling HRC assembly operation, a solver based on
the Genetic Algorithm [54] is used to optimise both operation time and selection based on
agent capability. Considering human contentment in HRC, a two-staged capability-based
task allocation process was proposed [55]. In the first stage, task elements that align with
human capabilities are identified to assess whether humans can perform these safely or are
automated to preserve human safety. The remaining tasks are then allocated according to
suitability in the second stage based on agent capability, time efficiency, cost, and quality
outcomes. Allocation of tasks in HRC assembly operations is based on the classification
of the task complexity level and assigned to humans or robots in a complexity-based task
allocation method [56]. Agent skills, along with environmental aspects such as component
properties, presentation and feeding, are considered in the selection process, which affects
efficient handling in an assembly environment. A hierarchical HRC framework proposed
by [57] separates task allocation into abstraction and allocation layers in an assembly envi-
ronment. The abstraction layer defines the planning phase of the collaborative assembly,
considering the specific attributes of each element, including human and robot agents and
the real-time communication capabilities of each, while the allocation layer manages the
skills implementation requirements for the task.

An action scheduling framework using Artificial Intelligence (AI) contains a schedul-
ing algorithm that generates task allocations, which was proposed by [58]. The system
considers the sequence of operations, tools required, resource availability, positioning and
time efficiency in its optimisation process. Within this human-centric framework, there
is a focus on the safety of human operators, and operations are blocked if prerequisite
operations have not been completed. Task completion time rewards motivate a Markov
game model developed by [59], using deep multi-agent reinforcement learning to determine
the optimal cobot task allocation schedule. This model evaluates cobot and human agent
availabilities and determines the optimal task scheduling policy for the operation within a
chessboard structure that minimises all assembly task completion times as its objective.

3.4. Leading Cobot Vendors’ Programming and Control Methodologies

To provide readers with an overview of the landscape of existing cobot programming
and control methodologies, Table 5 lists seven leading cobot vendors and details of their
programming and control solutions. A selection of generic programming applications,
which provide an alternative to many proprietary developments, are also included.
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Table 5. Programming methods for leading cobot vendors.

Cobot Manufacturer Programming
Interface/Type Programming Method Intended User Level Intended Task

Complexity Limit
Source Language/Related

Language (If Known)

Universal Robots
[28,60,61]

PolyScope GUI/Hand guide Unskilled Low Proprietary (URP)

URScript Textual (Script) Skilled High Python, C++, C#, VB, Java

URSim GUI/Simulation Unskilled Low Proprietary (URP)

ABB [62–64]

Wizard GUI/Hand guide Unskilled Low Block-based RAPID

FlexPendant GUI/Simulation Semi-skilled Medium

RAPID Textual Skilled High Visual Basic

RobotStudio GUI/Simulation Semi-skilled Medium to High Proprietary (RAPID)

Fanuc [65]

TP (Teach Pendant) GUI/Hand guide Unskilled Low Proprietary (TP)

Karel Textual Skilled High Pascal

Roboguide GUI/Simulation Semi-skilled Medium to High

Festo [66]

BionicCobot GUI Unskilled Low to Medium ROS

Festo Robotic Suite GUI Semi-skilled Medium Python/ROS

RoboCIM GUI/Simulation Semi-skilled Medium Proprietary

Kuka [67]

iiOKA OS GUI/Hand guide Unskilled Low Linux kernel

KUKA Work.Visual GUI/Textual Skilled High

KRL (KUKA
Robot Language) GUI/Textual Skilled High Pascal

Kuka Sunrise Textual Skilled High Java

Kuka Sim/SimPro GUI/Simulation Semi-skilled Medium to High Proprietary

Yaskawa [68–70]

Direct Teach (DT) Hand guide Unskilled Low Proprietary

Smart Pendant GUI/Hand guide Unskilled Low Proprietary

INFORM II GUI/Textual Skilled High C

Omron [71]

ACE (Automatic Control
Environment) GUI/Hand guide Unskilled Low C#

eV+ Textual Skilled High MS-DOS/Unix Script

ACE Emulation Mode GUI/Simulation Unskilled Low C#

Generic cobot
programming
applications

(RoboDK, ArtiMinds,
Wandelbot, Pickit,

Robomaster, G-Code,
ROS, Traditional

languages)

RoboDK GUI [72] GUI/Hand guide Unskilled Low RDK

RoboDK API [72] Textual Skilled Medium–High Python (default), C, C++, . . .

ArtiMinds RPS [73] Modular Semi-skilled Medium–High Proprietary (RPS)

ArtiMinds RPS [73] Modular Semi-skilled Medium–High Proprietary (RPS)

Wandelbot Tracepen [74] Input device/App Unskilled Medium–High Proprietary

Pickit robot vision
system [75] GUI/3D vision Semi-skilled Medium

Robotmaster [76] GUI/Simulation Semi-skilled Medium–High

G-Code [77] (CAD/CAM)/Textual Skilled (CNC) Medium–High G-Code

ROS/ROS2 [78] Textual Skilled High C++/Python

Traditional prog
languages: Python, C,

C++, C#, Java, [79]
Textual Skilled High Proprietary

The ‘Intended User Level’ and ‘Intended Task Complexity Limit’ fields in Table 5 are
broadly based on cobot vendors’ statements, including those in Section 4.1 of this paper,
and practical reviews of the various applications. The aforementioned fields will be the
subject of the comparative analysis presented in Section 6. In addition, Intended User Level
references the general skill level definitions stated in [80], with unskilled work requiring
little to no independent judgement or previous experience to perform simple tasks; semi-
skilled may require close attention and coordination abilities for tasks with some complexity,
with decisions made by others; and skilled work, which requires judgement and decision-
making abilities while performing more complex tasks.
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3.5. Controlling Cobots without Formal Programming

Recognising the need for frequent reprogramming and flexible, collaborative operation,
cobot vendors compete to find the most intuitive and efficient method of controlling
their cobots.

3.5.1. Existing Cobot Control Methods

A common easy-to-navigate control method offered by cobot vendors is ‘Guiding’
(sometimes referred to as the Teach method/Easy programming/Basic programming),
which involves human manipulation to ‘teach’ the cobot the required sequence of operation.
Typically, user interfaces combine a pendant, tablet or PC-based display with the user
positionally hand guiding the cobot, as shown in Figure 2.
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3.5.2. Proposed Cobot Control Methods in Recent Literature

The benefits of assigning cobots to small-batch agile production [81] can be eroded
by the requirement for more frequent reprogramming [7], especially if there is a need to
continuously hire skilled programmers [12]. However, by simplifying programming and
control methods sufficiently, workplace operators, rather than dedicated programmers,
could intuitively program the cobots [82]. In this case, there would be greater potential for
increased cobot utilisation since the programming role would be open to a broader range
of workers.

Skill Based System

Since cobots are designed to interact closely with human workers, who have extensive
knowledge of the task being undertaken, programming the cobots by the same workers
would seem to be a logical part of the collaboration. With an emphasis on the task rather
than the program, a Skill Based System (SBS) allows a robotic novice worker to use a
graphical interface to map skills relating to a task, which equates to individual robotic
actions. As shown in Figure 3, these skill entities are used as parameters to initiate the
kinaesthetic configuration of a cobot’s joints [14]. For some prospective programmers,
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however, the first step will be to overcome their fears of programming and technology and
accept cobots as collaborative partners rather than their future replacement [19].
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Block-Based Interface

One approach in the quest for a more comprehensible programming experience is a
block-based interface, where pre-programmed modules can be selected and placed in a
desired sequence by novice users, as shown in Figure 4 [83]. This type of drag-and-drop
interface has two key advantages over text-based programs. Firstly, the blocks, written
in simple language, are designed to be intuitively arranged by a novice while providing
visual cues as the program develops. This allows the user to focus on the task’s workflow
rather than the program’s syntax, which relates to the second advantage. Each block can be
considered a pre-programmed function, which is syntactically correct and, along with the
other blocks in a sequence, collectively compilable [84].
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Layered Block-Based Interface

A layered approach to block-based programming provides users with different skill
levels and the flexibility to carry out programming tasks with a complexity level that
matches their ability. From workers with little technical skill generating basic assembly
workflows to those experienced in programming and robotics undertaking more complex
programming tasks, a three-layered approach caters for a broad range of user abilities and
task complexities in a single system (refer to Table 6) [24].
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Table 6. A three-layer block-based cobot programming model [24] (by permission).

Programming Layer Roles and expertise Required Training Support Techniques

Layer 1: Basic
assembly workflows
(robot movements
and tool actuation)

Assembly workers
and laypersons with

some assembly
experience

Some technical
training (e.g.,

professional school)

Mounting and
assembly devices,

multimodal teach-in

Layer 2: Block-based
programs (task blocks,

variables and
control structures)

Industrial engineers
with computational

thinking abilities and
technical intuition

Formal technical
training and a

programming course

CAD-modelling, 3D
printing, laser cutting

Layer 3: Advanced
functionality
(databases,

connectivity, etc.)

Software engineers
with advanced

programming skills

Formal software
engineering training

Internet/intranet,
databases, cloud,
Manufacturing

Execution System
(MES)

Chat-Assisted Block-Based Interface

By enhancing block-based programming with natural language chat functionalities,
non-technical users can more intuitively assign programmed tasks to cobots. Furthermore,
this flexible hybrid approach can allow users to implement more complex tasks more easily
than block-based programming alone while building user acceptance of the technology
and confidence with cobot programming over time [85].

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can also assist a programmer with specific language code
suggestions offered in real-time, generated through the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) functionality of OpenAI Codex [86]. However, programming expertise would be
required for each suggestion as part of the accept/reject/edit decision-making process.
Developing autonomous cobots motivates many researchers, and they are exploring specific
areas of AI that are more suited to efficient cobot management. For instance, Reinforcement
Learning has been effectively used to train robots to conduct complex tasks; while modifying
their behaviour in response to changes in their environments, which they continuously
monitor. In contrast, Deep Learning (DL) could restrict dynamic response behaviour due
to time-inefficient data processing requirements [87]. According to [87], DL may not be
suitable for differentiating objects of similar appearance, which may be the case with
some electronic components used in assembly processes. In addition, DL is a complex
area of AI that requires significant experience and skills to implement [88], a notion that
opposes the objective of the current study. To improve cobot adaptivity and intelligence
in HRC, an AI-based 3D perception system, which incorporates RGB colour scan cameras
to generate 3D representations of a cobot’s operational environment, contains an anti-
collision function and allows a human operator to control cobot movement with natural
gestures [89]. Furthermore, a path planning architecture establishes a predetermined
path for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle robots, using the Hungarian algorithm to optimise cost
efficiencies. A 3D occupancy map of the cobot’s operational environment is generated to
ensure a collision-free path [90].

Voice and Gesture Control

A more instinctive cobot control measure that alleviates the need to formally program
allows a user to guide a cobot through a task using voice commands and physical gestures.
An image and sound processor comprises a camera, a depth sensor (for human movement
tracking) and a set of microphones that capture the relevant human speech and gesture
inputs. These are converted in the software program into corresponding coordinates for
the cobot joints [91]. Figure 5 shows the testing station for the speech and gesture system,
depicting the operator, graphical interface and ABB IRB120 robot.
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A validation process is used between gestures in a task-managed system to prevent
undesired sequences from executing. In their work, users can decide to return to a pre-
vious save point of the program by way of a predefined human gesture [92]. In these
systems, operators would need to be suitably trained on the range of valid speech and
gesture commands.

Virtual Reality Systems

Moving further away from traditional programming and closer to a gaming platform,
there is an immersive cobot control method. Controlling a physical cobot from a virtual
environment is a concept that replaces a standard cobot interface console with a virtual
reality (VR) system, which is connected to the cobot’s controller mechanism. From within
the virtual environment, a human can control a virtual cobot (a virtual representation of a
physical cobot), with the inputs stored in a dedicated database so that the cobot’s trajectories
can be visualised in real-time or reproduced from stored values [93]. In addition, cobot
control includes safety precautions in human–cobot interaction, which can be achieved in a
VR environment. Cobot behaviour is dynamically modified to anticipate human movement
using a motion tracker [94].

Augmented Reality Systems

Combining the virtual environment with the real world, augmented reality (AR)
systems can provide a more realistic human experience than VR systems. AR systems allow
a faster and more user-friendly approach for humans to interact with cobots, with users
preferring an AR system over traditional teaching pendants or console options [95]. Users
with no previous programming experience can perform a range of cobot motion tasks
through an AR interface. However, as the complexity of the cobot task increases, so does
the difficulty experienced by the user. For example, pick and place tasks are more easily
conducted than welding tasks. Overall, the AR experience positively affects the novice
user’s confidence to accurately and safely carry out the assigned tasks [96].

4. The Cobot Programming and Control Sales Pitch

With the global cobot market expected to exceed USD 9 billion by 2024 [9], competition
is fierce among cobot vendors as they vie for dominance in this lucrative industry. One of
the cobot vendors’ prime objectives is to simplify the human–cobot interaction method.
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Furthermore, to alleviate the need for robotic or formal programming skills, cobot vendors
attempt to present users with the most intuitive interface to control the cobot.

4.1. Cobot Vendors’ Perspectives on Their Programming Applications

In this section, a selection of claims and statements in the leading cobot vendors’
product description material has been quoted on the program and control attributes of
their cobot interfaces aimed at untrained users (refer to Table 7). The claims made by the
cobot vendors will be used to estimate programming effectiveness and intuitiveness from
the perspective of the intended user.

Table 7. Cobot vendors’ marketing claims.

1. Universal Robots (PolyScope) [60]

“Use your process expertise and PolyScope’s graphical interface to create a robust automation
system. No Code? No Problem.”

“PolyScope connects operators to robots for efficient and productive automation. You don’t need
coding experience to automate your processes.”

“Build programs by selecting nodes from a menu and placing them in order of operation. Each
node represents an instruction for the robot and its parameters can be configured.”

2. ABB (Wizard) [62]

“Wizard easy programming—An easy and intuitive way to program cobots and
Industrial robots.”

“Program your robot application within minutes! Wizard is an easy graphical programming
interface for ABB Cobots.”

“With Wizard, anyone and everyone can program their robot application.”
“Only a few minutes after the installation you will be able to operate your robot. With Wizard’s

easy drag and drop blockly based programming software, no specialized training or
programming skills are required.”

3. Fanuc (TP) [65]

“But the CRX’s #1 “Ease of Use” benefit is its Simple Drag and Drop Programming. 30 years ago,
robot programming was a high-level structured language like Fortran or C++. An engineer or

maintenance technician went to school to learn how to learn the programming language. Both are
very powerful, but not easy to use. With the all new FANUC CRX Tablet Teach Pendant–simple

programming becomes reality. Easily program and teach points with the CRX Tablet Teach
Pendant. The drag and drop interface for lead-through teaching and simple programming is easy

with no prior robotic experience needed.”

4. Festo (Festo Robotic Suite for BionicCobot) [66]

“Programming a robot is child’s play”
“The BionicCobot is operated intuitively via a graphic user interface developed in-house.”

“Commissioning and programming are intuitive, quick and easy with the “Robotic
Suite” software.”

“The developers were focusing specifically on making the Robotic Suite, the actual heart of the
cobot, as simple to operate as possible so there is no need for prior programming knowledge.”

“When it comes to programming, most of us probably think about complicated lines of code with
lots of abbreviations, brackets and other symbols. But programming a robot can actually be very

easy, as is shown by the software that Festo developed for its pneumatic lightweight robot,
the BionicCobot.”

5. Kuka (iiQKA OS) [67]

“iiQKA allows you to put together your individual automation package, without any prior
knowledge or programming experience.”

“The intuitive graphical interface allows for fully autonomous control of the system without any
programming knowledge.”

“Designed for quick start-up with little to no expertise, iiQKA offers incredible speed to
integrate robots.”
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Table 7. Cont.

6. Yaskawa (DT) [68,69]

“Quick and easy programming.”
“Simple and intuitive operator control, short learning curve.”

“Ideal for users who need to carry out frequent reprogramming and thus appreciate simple
operator control.”

“Ideal for novice robot users, this pendant simplifies INFORM programming for
easy-to-understand operation and fast implementation of the robot system.”

“The perfect entry into programming. Simply move the robot flange by hand, record the motion
points and operate the gripper actuation by pressing the respective DT buttons. The code is

automatically generated in the background on your pendant.”

7. Omcron (ACE) [71]

“The Automation Control Environment (ACE) software allows you to build applications, such as
Pack Manager packaging applications, which can be basic pick-and-place cells or complex cells
with multiple cameras, conveyors, and robots. You can create and configure these cells without
having to write any programming code. For applications that require greater control, you can

override the default V+ program code and make changes as needed.”

4.2. Epitomising the Marketing Message

Regarding user interaction with their products, the general message from cobot ven-
dors is that neither robotics nor programming experience is required, at least for the less
complicated cobot tasks. However, the complexity level is not explicitly referred to in
their marketing blurbs. Furthermore, many instructional videos released by cobot ven-
dors [97,98] tend to emphasise the simplicity of their user interfaces, while limitations, in
terms of task complexity, have generally been concealed. Marketing cobots as “simple to
program” can lead to the assumption that skilled programmers are no longer required [20].
This assumption makes no allowance for the complexity of the task to be programmed,
nor does it consider the variation in the skillset required to do so. Despite cobot vendors’
assurances that unskilled personnel can program their cobots, others have a different
perspective. A leading cobot tool manufacturer views cobot programming as a job for an
engineer with mechanical, electronics, electrical and programming skills and an under-
standing of combined system functionality and associated theory [99]. Manufacturers in the
industry, who operated cobots, revealed that of the total time employees spent with their
cobots, automation engineers accounted for 48%. Approximately half of the automation
engineers’ cobot duties were dedicated to programming [100]. In Section 6, the cobot
vendors’ claims will be compared with the observed skills required to program a cobot, to
establish the validity of their claims and the effectiveness and suitability of the programs
for their intended purposes and at their intended user levels.

5. The Underlying Skillset

There are three key elements involved in the process of cobot task allocation [101].

I. The cobot and its environment
II. Cobot programming steps
III. Cobot task implementation

For a human tasked with implementing the process, these elements correspond to the
knowledge and skills that must be acquired or provided extrinsically. Regarding cobots, a
conceptual knowledge of the hardware and technical skills in cobot operation and problem-
solving would be necessary, along with knowledge of the assembly line or other cobot
environments. To program cobots, knowledge of the programming application is essential,
along with skills in programming within the context and capabilities of a specific cobot.
Finally, knowledge of the task the cobot is to perform, optimisation characteristics, and
the skills to carry out the steps of the task would typically be required [101]. An aim of
adaptive task-sharing design principles is that cobot programming should be part of the
workers’ and assembly planners’ duties [25]. Substituting a program engineer for a worker
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skilled with the task being conducted, but without cobot technical skills, would require a
simplified programming tool.

5.1. Fundamental Technical Aspects of Cobot Control

To highlight the complexities potentially experienced by the user of a typical cobot
programming interface, robotics and programming concepts and keywords are presented.
Table 8 relates to the robotic (hardware) elements, while Table 9 contains the program-
ming (software) elements. The reference source for both tables was the Universal Robots
PolyScope graphical interface [60], used to program a UR eSeries cobot [102]. The list is not
intended to be exhaustive but rather a selection of representative fields more relevant to
the programming than the setting up of a cobot.

It is acknowledged that in Tables 8 and 9, not every listed entity would need to
be configured for each program. However, it could be argued that in support of sound
judgement, a knowledge of the purpose and functionality of each would be required to
determine when they should or should not be configured. For example, there is a view
in the cobot tool manufacturing industry that cobot programmers should have adequate
knowledge of advanced programming functions [99], such as those listed in Table 9.

5.2. Robotics (Hardware)

A selection of robotic control elements, along with corresponding robotic entities, is
listed in Table 8.

Table 8. Robotic control elements.

Robotic Element Specific Robotic Entity

General Fundamental kinematics and dynamics principles

Limits
Safety limits, including power, momentum, stopping time and distance,

tool speed and force and elbow speed and force limits

Joint position range limits and maximum speeds

Orientation and
positioning

Tool Centre Point (TCP), Tool Offset, Tool Position and Tool Rotational
Vector settings (all represented as three-dimensional cartesian

coordinate frames)

Relationship between base and tool coordinate frames

Direction for linear movement (expressed as positive or negative cartesian
coordinates or direction vector)

Waypoints (with options of fixed, relative or variable position)

Joints

Joint positions (in degrees) for the base, shoulder, elbow and three wrist
joints (pitch, yaw and roll).

Linear, non-linear and circular joint movements

Joint speed and acceleration values

Communication I/O Signals (Digital, Analog, Tool, Configurable, Boolean Register, Integer
Register, Float Register)

5.3. Programming (Software)

A selection of programming elements, along with corresponding cobot programming
entities, are displayed in Table 9.

5.4. Skills Required to Program and Control a Cobot

An empirical list of the skills required to program and control a cobot has been created
to analyse the relationship between these skills and the complexity of the tasks they are used
to conduct. Descriptions have been provided for each pair to clarify the assignment of skill
values and levels. TACOM [103], a task complexity measure, was used to guide the selection
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of cobot task complexity categories. The metric is based on the quantity of information
an operator must process about the task, the number of actions and logical sequence a
task contains, current knowledge of the task and available cognitive resources for decision-
making. TACOM calculates task complexity with respect to the task’s procedural steps. The
information density and composition that define a task and the number of actions and order
of operation required to execute it affect the complexity level of a task. A certain amount of
system knowledge is required to carry out an action and to understand the complications of
the task. The capacity of an operator, in terms of the precision and cognitive effort, during
the execution of a task, along with the specific resources required by the task, contribute to
the performance level of a human operator [104].

Table 9. Cobot programming requirements.

Programming Element Specific Cobot Programming Entity

General syntax Program structure and sequencing

Data Constants, variables, variable assignment

Conditionals/selections If, ElseIf, Else, Until, Switch statements, Boolean

Program loops/iterations For, While, Do-While

Functions/procedures Thread, Subroutine call

Control points Event, Wait, Set, Halt, Timer

Table 10 outlines a proposed user skill level paradigm. Each skill level designation has
a range from a low to a high skill level listed, followed by a suffix, which indicates the skill
type (R = Robotics, P = Programming). For example, ‘1 R’ indicates a skill level on the low
end of basic robotics knowledge, while ‘3 R’ refers to the high end of the same level. There
is a slightly broader range (7–10) in the higher levels of both skill types to accommodate
the greater range of advanced technical concepts.

Table 10. User skill levels for the programming and control of cobots.

Skill Level Designation Description of Skill Level

0: Unskilled No knowledge of robotic operation or programming

1–3 R: Basic Robotics

Basic knowledge of robotic concepts, such as the difference
between collaborative and industrial robots, the joint structure of

a manipulator (robotic arm) and basic understanding of end
effectors such as a gripper or suction cup

4–6 R: Mid Robotics

Familiar with robotic movement and functionality, including
linear and non-linear joint movement, consequences of joint

speed and acceleration settings (collision prevention) and
coordinate frames

7–10 R: High Robotics

In-depth knowledge of robotics, with practical skills in cobot
installation, tool configuration with respect to coordinate frames,
precise joint configuration, I/O signals, sensors and configuration

of safety elements such as protection zones

1–3 P: Basic Programming Basic knowledge of programming concepts, such as data types,
data inputs, computations and outputs

4–6 P: Mid Programming Familiar with basic programming techniques involving common
elements such as variables, loops and conditionals

7–10 P: High Programming Competent in structured programming, using functions, different
loop and conditional types, switch statements and classes

Although cobot programming methods range from those that are easier to use, for
less complex tasks, to those requiring higher skills for more complex tasks, there is some
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common ground between them. Following some targeted programming comparisons, it
was found that some tasks of medium complexity could be programmed at the higher end
of a Teach Pendant’s capability, for example, or at the lower end of a script-based method,
as indicated with the Venn diagram in Figure 6. The choice of method would be subject to
the skill level or discretion of the person programming the task. This further complicates
mapping task complexity to the corresponding required skill level for tasks within that
intersecting zone.
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The extent of the skills and knowledge required will vary based on the complexity
of the task being programmed. In addition, the broad range of approaches available to
program a specific task can further complicate the job. For example, the kinematic flexibility
of a cobot, while allowing great freedom in tool orientation and position, also increases the
programming complexity [93]. Considering the robotics and programming skills required,
Figure 7 shows a graphical representation of the skills required to program a cobot by
different methods based on task complexity.

From a skill requirement perspective, the transition from programming a cobot with a
teach pendant to write a script-based program to do so is significant. Using the Universal
Robots URScript or ABB RAPID programming methods as examples, a programmer must

1. Establish a connection to the cobot controller from a remote console. Some knowl-
edge of computer networks would be required to communicate with a host over a
socket connection.

2. Compose a syntactically correct control program. At least a moderate level of skill
in programming, with an understanding of program structure and syntax, would
be required. For this study, URScript test programs were written in Python, so an
understanding of the relevant formal language for the client program is also necessary.

3. Choose:

• Individual cobot joint positional coordinates and orientation parameters
• Motor speed and acceleration settings
• Tool selection
• Delay timing
• Other aspects depend on the complexity of the task being programmed.

Sound knowledge of robotic functionality, particularly about coordinate frames and
joint movement, would be mandatory.
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5.5. Skills Versus Task Complexity Testing Methodology and Results

A UR5e cobot was programmed to simulate representative tasks from the associated
task categories outlined in Table 4. Four tasks with complexity levels ranging from 1 to 8
were programmed with the Teach Pendant, while two tasks with complexity levels ranging
from 7 to 10 were programmed in Python through URScript, for comparison. The range of
technical skills utilised during the configuration of each programmed task was recorded.
These related to the robotic and programming elements, as defined in Tables 8 and 9,
respectively, are used to describe the user skill levels outlined in Table 10. The results of the
recorded program tasks are shown in Table 11 and represented graphically in Figure 7. The
programmed tasks listed in Table 11 were selected to represent each of the task complexity
levels in Table 4. The aggregate skill levels in the table are the product of the corresponding
robotic and programming skill levels defined in Table 10.

Table 11. Task complexity versus skill level.

Task Complexity Level Programmed Task Programming
Method

Robotic Skill
Level

Programming
Skill Level

Aggregate Skill
Level

1–2 (Low) Simple Polishing Teach Pendant 2 1 2

2–4 (Low–medium) Simple Pick and Place Teach Pendant 4 2 8

5–6 (Medium) Simple Assembly Teach Pendant 6 4 24

7–8 (Medium–high) Parts Insertion Teach Pendant 6 4 24

7–8 (Medium–high) Parts Insertion Script-based 9 9 81

9–10 (High) Complex Assembly Script-based 10 10 100
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The effectiveness of the teach pendant as a programming tool is demonstrated in
Figure 7, with a low level of skills required to program cobot tasks in the lower complexity
range. However, from the medium task complexity level, the required skill level is three
times higher than the previous one. When using the teach pendant, the required robotics
skills are 1.5 times higher than programming skills for all complexity levels. This is because
of the greater precision and finer tool positioning typically associated with more complex
tasks. At the same time, there is a more gradual increase in skills required with the
simplified graphical programming interface of the teach pendant. As task complexity
enters the medium to high band, for tasks beyond the capability of the teach pendant, the
required skills are 3.3 times higher for script-based programming. Because of the need to
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precisely define joint coordinates and other cobot parameters within the syntax of a textual
programming language, the required robotic and programming skills increase at the same
rate. The lack of skills issue has imposed constraints on the programming of complex tasks.

6. Analysis of the Findings of This Review

An analysis was undertaken into the relationship between the complexity of the task to
be executed by the cobot and the relative skill levels required of the programmer. Moreover,
a mapping of this relationship was established. In the quest to find the most suitable
candidate for the cobot programming role, consideration was given to the frequency of
cobot reprogramming, knowledge of the task to be performed by the cobot, economic
efficiency and organisational logistics. Finally, the existing cobot programming and control
methods and those proposed in the literature were evaluated to determine if they were
appropriate for the person with the programming role or whether another solution was
needed. Section 6.1 evaluates the effectiveness of existing cobot programming and control
methodologies, while Section 6.2 presents the practicalities of the main cobot programming
and control proposals in the literature. A summary of the findings, including responses to
the research questions, is provided in Section 6.3.

6.1. Effectiveness of Existing Cobot Program and Control Methodologies

Cobot tasks programmed with script-based methods require some expertise in formal
programming, an understanding of the specific cobot functionality and a sound knowledge
of robotics in general. Proprietary Teach Pendants, however, are typically marketed as
user-friendly tools designed for programming a cobot without the need for robotic or
programming skills. While the graphical interface of the teach pendant is easier to use than
a script-based alternative, this study has found that some foundation skills in robotics and
programming are still required. Basic programming and robotics knowledge will contribute
to a more accurate and safer outcome, even when programming a relatively simple cobot
task. Knowledge of coordinate frames, for example, can allow more positional precision of
joints and an understanding of efficient joint and linear movements, along with motor speed
and acceleration settings, could help with collision avoidance. Furthermore, programming
fundamentals such as sequences and loops can add vital insights into program structure and
process iteration. When marketing their teach pendants, cobot vendors tend to highlight
the ease of use for non-experts without emphasising the extent to which task complexity
may complicate the process. The teach pendant, therefore, does require both robotic and
programming skills, which increase as the task becomes more complex. It is, however, a
significantly more intuitive cobot programming tool than a script-based language, which
requires a high level of competency in robotics and formal programming. Some computer
networking knowledge may also be required, depending on the method of connection
between a terminal and its host.

6.2. The Practicality of the Primary Cobot Program and Control Methodologies Proposed in
the Literature

The main cobot programming and control methods proposed in recent literature and
reviewed in Section 3.5.2 are critiqued in this section.

6.2.1. Block-Based Interface

While alleviating syntax errors, programming with a block-based graphical inter-
face [83] requires some knowledge of program flow control and an understanding of
robotic movement when using it to control a cobot. There is also the potential for runtime
errors if, for example, unattainable values have been entered as joint position, speed, or
acceleration parameters.
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6.2.2. Voice and Gesture Control

Although they present an intuitive approach to controlling cobots, gesture and voice
control have their limitations. Gestures can be misinterpreted by the image processor
or incorrectly posed by the human operator. An example of where such errors could
occur is in the subtle pose differences between ‘Axis Y move forward’ and ‘Axis Z move
forward’, where only a slight difference in left arm position separates the two commands. Voice
control is affected by noise variation and also human error in the case of an incorrect
command or poor diction [91], which could be challenging in a production environment.
Collectively, this method may be difficult for a human to orchestrate, having to coordinate
the correct gestures and voice commands, especially when sequencing the cobot through
a complex task. In addition, task parameterising is time-consuming, some of the more
difficult gestures to pose cause fatigue and while the gesture recognition rate is generally
high, instances of false positives and false negatives occur, of which the user is notified,
following a validation process [92].

6.2.3. Virtual and Augmented Reality Systems

Work in virtual and augmented environments is progressing; however, VR [93] and
AR [95,96] systems for cobot operations do not currently appear to be developed and
tested to the point of practical deployment for the industry. What has been proposed
in the literature are VR systems that allow users to simulate robotic movement in an
immersive environment. However, each use case often requires creating a new virtual
environment and current capability is limited to simulation rather than functioning as a
practical programming method [93]. AR systems produce tracking inaccuracies, which
can misdirect the cobot, and there are also visual constraints. A reduced field of view
from the AR wearable devices and occlusion problems restrict the user’s perspective of
the computer-generated content and could impose risks when deployed in workplaces. In
addition, users can be distracted as they continuously swap between augmented and real
environments, disrupting the AR system’s fluidity [95].

6.3. Summary of Findings and Responses to Research Questions

Section 3 of this paper describes the common programming and control methods for
cobots, existing and proposed in the literature. Solutions from seven leading cobot vendors
were evaluated, and systems proposed in the literature were critiqued. The impact of a
cobot’s task complexity on the skills required to program it was addressed in Section 5,
with a graphical representation and summary of the analysis provided at the end of that
section. The effectiveness of existing cobot programming and control methods and the
practicality of methods proposed in the literature were assessed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2,
which focused on existing and proposed programming and control methods, respectively.
The final considerations were to determine the most appropriate candidate for the role of
cobot programmer and assess whether the current or proposed solutions can be matched
to that person’s skillset. In Section 2, it was argued that rather than focusing on the skills
required to program a cobot, the knowledge of the task should be the focal point. The view
was that it is often the case that the person who knows the task well, is not competent with
programming and the person who is competent with programming does not know the task
well. Operators with knowledge of and experience with a task that a cobot is intended to
assist with possess valuable insights into precision and efficiency, details of which may be
difficult to relay to a contracted programmer. Moreover, adaptive task-sharing principles
aim to embed cobot programming into workers’ duties. Based on these findings, a task-
experienced worker would be the most appropriate programmer, but the programming
methods analysed have not been specifically developed for a novice, as discussed in
Section 5. Compounding this problem, the scale in Figure 7 indicates that existing cobot
programming and control methods require more skill as cobot task complexity increases.
In addition, the investigation in Section 6.2 revealed that the methods proposed in the
literature were impractical or not sufficiently developed for reliable deployment. In general,
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these current cobot programming and control methods and those proposed in the literature
require more advanced skills or are underdeveloped to be used by a worker with no robotic
or programming experience. In the absence of a designated cobot programmer, therefore,
either the upskilling of cobot novices, who are task-savvy operators or the development
of a new generation of simplified cobot programming and control methods are the only
viable options.

7. Discussion and Future Work

Several elements restrict the establishment of a complete, accurate, and clearly defined
cobot task complexity to skill requirement matrix. Cobot task complexity is difficult
to define due to variations in the definers’ perceptions of complexity, which in turn, is
conceivably shaped by their levels of skill and approaches to the programming of the task.
For example, someone with more programming expertise may see a task as less complex,
which could seem daunting to a less skilled programmer. Another key issue is that of the
programming method used, especially concerning the tentative selection area between
programming methods of different complexity, as discussed in Section 5.4 and summarised
in Figure 6. Within that discretionary zone, a task may require more skills if programmed
with a script-based method and less with a Teach Pendant.

The ramifications of an incorrectly programmed cobot can be severe, regardless of
the programmer’s skill level, although programming errors might be more likely with a
less skilled programmer. Consequences of a poorly programmed cobot could range from
a delay in a manufacturing process, damage to or destruction of the cobot, equipment or
products, to human injury or even fatality, particularly if manipulator speed or force settings
are not constrained. In addition, companies expose themselves to possible legal action
due to injuries caused by their robots, with significant financial claims filed, especially if
negligence is a factor [105].

The purpose of this paper was to review cobot programming and control methods and
present a broad view of the complexity of the methods and cobot tasks from the perspective
of a user skill level. Considerably more research and analysis should be conducted in cobot
programming and control methods, focusing on flexibility and ease of use. Humans are the
principal collaborators with cobots, so there should be a close connection to the human skills
required to interact with a cobot partner. With further development, existing, proposed or
hybrid systems could lead to a new generation of human-centric cobot smart control.

8. Conclusions

In a collaborative environment, there is an interaction between humans, who know the
task, and cobots, who have been programmed to perform their part. Such an environment
consists of many variables, from the type of cobot and programming method used and
the programmer’s skillset to the complexity of the task. Task and program complexity,
along with programming skill levels, have been considered in broad terms and compared
with existing and proposed programming and control methods in the literature to evaluate
the relationship between task complexity and the skills required to program cobots. This
analysis was then used to assess the claims made by the leading cobot vendors about the
skills required to program their cobots. Cobot vendors typically emphasise the ease of
programming their cobots without reference to task complexity. The findings of this study
have revealed that even for tasks of relatively low complexity, some level of robotic and
programming skill is required to ensure a safe and effective outcome. As task complexity
increases, so do the required robotics and programming skills, contributing to a skills
dilemma. Furthermore, to complete highly complex tasks, the programming skills required
often exceeded those of the robotics skills. A task-focused approach highlights the benefit
of the cobot programming role being performed by the worker with the best knowledge of
the task rather than an expert with the best programming knowledge. The worker’s lack of
programming experience adds to the skills dilemma. Existing and proposed solutions are
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not currently suitable for that type of deployment. The solution is a programming system
requiring no technical expertise, regardless of the task complexity level.
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